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If the accepted biographical timeline of the Buddha is to be believed, one of the longest running 

tensions within Buddhist doctrine is that of the status of women.  Starting with the time of the Buddha's 

founding of the early sangha, wildly conflicting views of females have been expressed in Buddhist 

writings, ranging from the relatively egalitarian notion that women have the capacity to realize Nirvana 

just as men do, to rather harsh attacks on women as “active agents of destruction and ruin” (Sponberg, 

19).  Such variation does not seem quite so unusual, however, when Buddhism's established flexibility 

regarding other issues, such as the permissibility of eating meat, is taken into account.  Given the 

ability of Buddhist practice to adjust and accommodate regional variation, the spectrum of views on 

women can be seen as the result of interaction between the Buddha's original teachings, whatever they 

may have been, and the prevailing culture surrounding the actual practice of those teachings.

The most basic view and probably the one most consistently and directly attributable to the 

Buddha himself is the one that emphasizes women's capacity for liberation.   For instance, when 

directly asked about past Buddha's by his disciple Ananda, the Blessed One admits that previous 

Buddha's did in fact, allow the ordination of nuns.  When further pressed, he also assents that “a 

woman who is earnest and zealous and who dwells in seclusion can realize any of these four fruits of 

the monastic life” ('The Acceptance of Women into the Order' in Strong, 63).  In saying so, while the 

Buddha stops short of suggesting that the states of men and women are equivalent, he includes women 

in the set of those who can realize final liberation, or what Alan Sponberg calls “soteriological 

inclusiveness” (Sponberg, 8).  This notion is reinforced by the lionization of various early Buddhist 

nuns such as Khema and Patacara as individuals who “seem to have held positions of great respect” 

and seems to have been rather revolutionary for its time. (Sponberg, 6) 

Yet, despite the notion that women have just as much spiritual capacity as men, the Buddha is 

said to have placed very explicit limitations on the ordination of female nuns, and indeed was reluctant 

to allow them to join the Sangha at all.  The first four times (twice by Gautami, the Buddha's foster 
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mother, twice by Ananda) the proposal of ordaining women as nuns is suggested, the Buddha replies 

that “Mother Gautami should not long for the initiation of women into the order or for their ordination” 

(Strong, 65).  When the Buddha finally does allow for the initiation of women, it is only with 8 extra 

“cardinal rules” which place the order of nuns firmly below the order of monks, with even the most 

senior nun deferring to even the most junior monk.  This view is representative of what Sponberg terms 

“institutional androgyny,” which is thought to have arisen out of a “perceived threat to the integrity of 

the monastic institution as it existed within the broader social community”  (Sponberg, 16).  

However, the limits placed by institutional androgyny seem mild when compared to a third 

group of primary sources that marginalize female practitioners not out of concerns of compatibility 

with society at large, but rather out of perceived flaws in the females themselves.  This sort of “ascetic 

misogyny” is categorized by Sponberg as being more a “psychological... fear of the feminine, and a 

fear specifically of its power to undermine male celibacy” (Sponberg, 20).  In 'The Acceptance of 

Women into the Order,' the Buddha is said to have suggested that the initiation of women as nuns 

would “be just as though a great storm were to fall on a ripe field of rice” (Strong, 65).

Both institutional androgyny and ascetic misogyny express some concern about the fragility of 

the Dharma and its supporting Sangha.  While institutional androgyny is more focused on the 

acceptability of Buddhist doctrine to society at large and the laypeople who would support the monastic 

community, ascetic misogyny seems more inwardly focused, concentrating instead on the community's 

ability to maintain adherence to the precepts, namely that of celibacy.  Both, however, would be heavily 

informed by the prevailing social view of women in the contemporary society of the time.  

Ultimately, Buddhism was not completely immune to hostile reactions from certain 

communities.  For instance, even though renunciation was an already established trend thanks to the 

emergence of wandering mendicants, or sramanas, the detachment aspect of Buddhism nevertheless 

prompted negative responses from various communities.  In 'The Conversion of a Lynch Mob,' the 
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householders rally against the Buddha and his followers out of fear that “countless parents... [would] 

doubtless be deprived” of their sons (Strong, 71).  Given the “social unacceptability of an autonomous 

group of women,” the institutional androgynist view could be seen as a nod to the expectations of lay 

society (Sponberg, 17).  Additionally, since the account of the initiation of women into the order was 

also written some time after the Buddha's death, such a scenario would not even necessarily have 

required that the Buddha espouse such views himself, only that enough of his followers deemed it 

necessary for the survival of the Dharma.  As a result, the undertones of ascetic misogyny could have 

arisen out of deep-seated concerns within the monastic communities about the enforceability of the 

precept of chastity in the presence of both genders.  Similarly, it is entirely plausible that the Buddha's 

espousal of soteriological inclusiveness became problematic as either he or his followers tried to 

expand the teaching of the Dharma, and that institutional androgyny could have been retroactively 

applied to make the idea of female enlightenment more socially acceptable.  

Similarly, Buddhism exhibits multiple precedents for such accommodations when ideal 

behavior is not practical.  For instance, one of the precepts that all Buddhists, both lay and monastic, 

must take is the “precept to refrain from taking life” ('The Path' in Strong, 121).  However, in practice, 

as Buddhist monks and nuns were and are dependent on what is given to them, meat-eating is often 

necessary, and there is also the “sense that no one, not even a buddha, can hope to live in the world and 

cause absolutely no harm to any living being” (Gethin, 172).  On a more general level, while Buddhist 

doctrine identifies Nirvana as the ideal solution to the cessation of suffering, the role of the laity, who 

by and large are not aiming for Nirvana in this lifetime but rather the accumulation of merit and good 

rebirth, is accepted as a respectable one nevertheless.  Similarly, while the reality of soteriological 

inclusiveness cannot be avoided, certain measures to ensure that Buddhist practice is socially tame 

enough for widespread practice could be similarly acceptable. 

It is important to note that not all the sources come from a single monolithic governing body of 
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Buddhism.  Therefore, the range of views on women can be seen as attempts by groups of varying 

degrees of social liberalism trying to reconcile elements of Buddhist doctrine to be compatible with the 

society in which religious practice took place.


